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In September 2018, at a side event of the United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva, Switzerland, a 

research analyst from The Institute for Research and Evaluation presented findings from their forthcoming 

report titled, “Re-examining the Evidence for School-based Comprehensive Sex Education: A Global 

Research Review.”1 In addition to U.S. studies, the Institute (IRE) had analyzed the international (non-U.S.) 

studies cited by UNESCO2 as evidence for its claims that comprehensive sexuality education (or CSE) is 

effective at reducing teenage sexual risk behavior, and the IRE findings contradicted these claims. Out of the 

43 non-U.S. studies of school-based CSE in the UNESCO evidence base, IRE found only 3 that showed 

evidence of program effectiveness. The IRE definition of effectiveness was grounded in the scientific field of 

prevention research.3  It was, that an effective CSE program should have a significant positive impact on at 

least one key risk indicator (sexual abstinence, condom use, pregnancy, or STIs) for the targeted youth 

population (not just a subgroup), that the effect should last at least 12 months after the program’s end (i.e., 

from one school year to the next), and that the program should not have caused negative effects. The IRE 

reviewers found little evidence of CSE success in non-U.S schools by this definition, and also found that 9 

studies showed negative, harmful CSE effects—increases in teen sexual risk behavior, pregnancy, or STIs. 

Similar poor results were found in the U.S. studies. The researchers concluded that when a credible scientific 

lens is used to evaluate school-based CSE, rather than the lenient standards employed in many favorable CSE 

reviews, there is little evidence of effectiveness and appears to be more evidence of harm than real benefit. 

 

Immediately following the presentation of these findings in Geneva, an official from the World Health 

Organization (WHO) announced to the IRE presenter, “We disagree with your findings and will be actively 

working to refute them.” In other words, without objectively examining the studies upon which the IRE 

findings were based, the WHO official decided, a priori, that the findings were false and should be rejected. 

Approximately five years later, the WHO has issued a critique of IRE’s international (non-U.S.) CSE 

findings, authored by personnel at WHO’s Department of Sexual and Reproductive Health and Research 

(VanTreeck, et al., 2023).4 The critique was published in a journal that is the publication arm of an advocacy 

organization (Sexual and Reproductive Health Matters) which describes itself as a “community of 

researchers, activists and other experts” working “to shift ideology and power-driven politics… towards 

human rights and social justice …[with] explicit attention to sexual and reproductive justice.” (See: 

https://www.srhm.org/about-us/) This lacks even the appearance of being an objective scientific publication. 

 

The WHO critique declares the IRE report to be unscientific and full of errors, and labels it with biased terms 

like “misinformation research” and “a CSE opposition campaign.” IRE has examined this WHO critique, and 

has found, to the contrary, that it is full of errors and misinformation. A detailed rebuttal of this critique is 

being prepared for publication. Here are three key points: 

 

1. The WHO critique misrepresents the purpose and methods of the IRE review. 

a. A main purpose of the IRE review was to analyze a database previously identified by three 

authoritative scientific agencies in order to evaluate the evidence they claimed showed CSE 

effectiveness, rather than to conduct an original systematic review of the CSE research literature. 

IRE’s purpose was stated in its report as “[an] examination of the best available sex education 

outcome research, as identified by three reputed scientific agencies…This allowed us to examine 

what other experts have independently identified as some of the best evidence for school-based CSE 

effectiveness.”1 (The UNESCO2 evidence base was the source for IRE’s analysis of non-U.S. studies. 
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Review were examined.1) Notwithstanding this explanation, the WHO reviewers assumed the IRE 

review was a systematic literature review and criticized it for not following those research methods. 

  

b. Because the WHO reviewers mistook the purpose and methods of the IRE review, they criticized 

IRE for not specifying its criteria for selecting the individual studies it included. However, as 

explained above, IRE did not select the individual studies for its review. The IRE review was an 

analysis of a previously identified evidence base, a set of studies that had already been vetted by 

authoritative agencies as evidence for CSE effectiveness, which IRE “re-examined.” These agencies 

and their documentation were specified in the IRE report. A study’s inclusion in the UNESCO 

database (i.e., a study of school-based CSE) was the criterion for its inclusion in IRE’s international 

database. Thus, this WHO criticism is not applicable. 

c. The WHO reviewers seemed not to perceive that the UNESCO database reviewed by IRE was based 

primarily on UNESCO’s 2018 version of its International Technical Guidance on Sexuality 

Education.2 Both the 2009 and 2018 editions were listed in IRE’s Endnote 29,1 yet the WHO critique 

only references UNESCO’s 2009 publication in its citations (see “Citation 2”).4 Their questioning of 

the IRE list of included studies and their stated difficulty identifying the study sources appears to be 

because they were looking solely at the 2009 publication, an important oversight by the WHO 

reviewers. In fact, IRE relied on the 2018 reference list because it was the most recent.5 The 43 

included studies are from this reference list and include the individual studies in the systematic 

reviews cited in this list. (Many of the 2009 sources were also on the 2018 list. However, it should be 

noted that if all of the older studies of non-U.S. school-based CSE from the 2009 reference list were 

included, it would not increase the number of studies showing evidence of effectiveness.) This 

misunderstanding on the part of the WHO reviewers could have been easily rectified if they had 

contacted the IRE analysts for clarification. The reason they gave for not doing so was: “Given the 

polarised environment of CSE research, we did not reach out to the authors for additional 

information on their search strategy.”4 It is unfortunate that such a bias on the part of the WHO 

reviewers prevented them from obtaining important clarification about the IRE data source. 

d. The WHO reviewers criticized IRE for not screening the included studies for scientific quality (i.e., 

rejecting those of lower quality) or assessing risk of study bias. Here again, the WHO critique 

misrepresents the IRE study, and in addition, employs a double standard. IRE did not conduct an 

assessment of study quality because, as noted in its report, IRE accepted whatever quality screening 

UNESCO employed in its criteria for included studies, in order to review all of the evidence 

presented by UNESCO. However, as did the WHO reviewers, the IRE report acknowledged the low 

quality of some studies included by UNESCO. For example, as stated by the WHO critique, “several 

of the studies had serious flaws [and] some low-quality studies had smaller sample sizes or were 

purely descriptive without employing robust statistical tests.”4 If this shows anything, it is the lack of 

good quality research evidence upon which UNESCO’s positive claims about CSE are based.  

 

The WHO reviewers gave high praise to the recent Goldfarb and Lieberman review of CSE research 

(2021),6 asserting that its “validity and rigour” as a study has been “verified.” Unfortunately, this 

study conducted no screening whatsoever for the scientific quality of the 80 included sources and 

there was no assessment of “risk of study bias.” The authors actually acknowledged the “substantial 

number of studies with less rigorous designs, smaller samples, and/or more qualitatively based [i.e., 

subjective or non-experimental] approaches” (p.4) found in their evidence base. In fact, their 

citations include many sources that could not even be called studies, such as subjective write-ups by 

teachers about classroom discussions held with 15 to 20 students, a workshop in which testimonials 

were shared, and a subjective response to a musical performance. It should be asked whether this 

documented inclusion of inferior studies/evidence by both UNESCO and Goldfarb and Lieberman 

causes the WHO reviewers to question UNESCO’s positive assertions about CSE or the validity of 
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Goldfarb and Lieberman’s claims about CSE’s wide-ranging benefits. Or will the WHO endorse the 

low standards typically employed by such favorable CSE reviews while holding the IRE review to a 

set of rigorous criteria? 

 

e. The WHO reviewers criticized IRE for including studies in its review (included because they were in 

the UNESCO database) that did not measure a 12-month post-program effect—one of the IRE 

criteria for effectiveness—and thus, of unfairly labeling these programs as ineffective. In fact, IRE 

did not ever describe these programs as ineffective, but only as lacking evidence of effectiveness—a 

crucial distinction. Indeed, one of the purposes of the IRE review was to report on the substantial 

number of studies included by UNESCO that did not measure long-term effects and therefore could 

not provide evidence of program effectiveness, as UNESCO claimed that they did. 

 

f. The WHO reviewers criticized IRE for unfairly including these short-term studies in the denominator 

of its calculation of a CSE failure rate, which it expressly did not do, as stated in its report (this IRE 

methodology is stated on p. 167, under U.S. Findings1). 

 

These major misrepresentations of the purpose and methods of the IRE review undermine the validity of the 

WHO critique. In large part, it criticized the IRE review based on its own faulty premises. 

 

2. The WHO critique has many factual errors. 

The WHO reviewers claimed that IRE’s reporting of the results of the 43 studies contained errors 

regarding 74% of the studies. If accurate, this would seriously undermine the validity of the IRE 

findings. But it is not accurate. The WHO critique claimed to find 66 instances7 of “discrepancies” or 

errors among the 430 data points reported in the IRE data table as findings from the 43 reviewed studies. 

If these were all true discrepancies, the 66 out of 430 data points would be an error rate of 15% (not 

74%). However, IRE analysts have examined each of these purported discrepancies, comparing them 

against the text and data tables published in each of the 43 cited studies and the 430 entries in the IRE 

data table. They found that the claims of the WHO could be verified in only 9 of the 66 instances, while 

11 of the cases were debatable disagreements on the interpretation of research findings, not errors on the 

part of IRE. None of the 9 verified discrepancies were consequential—they did not change the overall 

results or conclusions of the IRE analysis. (Most were entries of “not measured” rather than “non-

significant,” or vice versa.) The remaining 46 purported discrepancies were actually identified 

mistakenly as such by the WHO reviewers, based on their mistaken interpretation of study data or of the 

IRE data table. A number of these mistakes were such as would not be expected from someone in a 

research position at the WHO.  

 

For example, the WHO reviewers: 

• Mislabeled a significant increase found by one study in the number of teens who became sexually 

active—which was a negative program outcome, and was labeled so by the study in question—as a 

positive program outcome and therefore “evidence of program potential.”8 

• Failed to acknowledge statistical analyses in several studies which found that program effects were 

actually subgroup effects, consistent with how IRE reported them (see details in Endnotes).9 

• Mistook a data table reporting pre-test numbers for the study sample at follow-up as a report of 

program effects measured at the follow-up survey.10 

• In a misinterpretation of the IRE data table, repeatedly claimed that single program outcomes on the 

IRE data table were labeled as both positive and negative results, which was not ever done. Positive 

and negative outcomes were all labeled separately and clearly in different columns of the data table. 

• Committed a number of other technical errors that will be detailed in the full IRE rebuttal. 

• Counted the two times that a study author’s name was slightly misspelled on the IRE data table (in 

other words, a “typo”) as an error in the study findings reported by IRE. 
            3 



• Based their review on an earlier version of the IRE report; several of the supposed errors they noted 

were not contained in the final published journal article (in Issues in Law and Medicine, 2019).1 

 

In summary, the WHO critique claims there were 66 discrepancies out of 430 IRE data points. However, 

only 9 of these could be confirmed, resulting in an error rate of 2% (9 out of 430). This is less than the 

5% error rate that would be expected to occur by chance. On the other hand, for the WHO analysis, 46 

out of the 66 discrepancies in its data table were found to be erroneous, which is an error rate of 70%.  

 

3. The WHO re-analysis of international CSE data actually reports findings similar to the 

original IRE findings. 

 

Using the scientifically derived definition of program effectiveness employed by IRE, the WHO analysis 

of study findings still reported just 6 out of 4311 international studies showing evidence of effectiveness 

for school-based CSE, only 3 more than IRE reported. (The WHO critique did not identify the specific 

studies these were, so we can only assume them to be the 6 studies listed in their Table B1 as showing “a 

positive effect,”12 which is a completely different set of studies than the 3 identified by IRE.13) They also 

reported that 7 studies showed evidence of harmful impact, only two less that IRE reported. Correcting 

for the inarguable error by WHO reviewers in which they correctly reported a negative effect from a 

study but then mislabeled it as a positive result (Merakou, 2006),8 their own count of studies showing 

negative impact is 8, which compares to the 9 reported by IRE. Similar to the IRE results, these WHO 

findings show little evidence of CSE effectiveness and an inverse ratio of program effectiveness to harm.  

 

Although the WHO critique only claims that 6 of the international school-based CSE programs have 

shown effectiveness, the IRE analysts disagree with that designation for those 6 programs.  In each case, 

the designation of effectiveness is based on a misinterpretation by the WHO reviewers of the respective 

study’s findings. For example, in one case, they called a subgroup effect an overall effect,14 in another 

they gave credit for a 12-month post-program effect where none was indicated,15 and in another case, 

counted a program as effective that had produced multiple negative effects on program recipients.16 

 

In addition, the WHO reviewers did not make clear that for all 6 of the CSE programs they claimed show 

effectiveness, the evidence did not come from independent studies. In each case, the evaluation study 

was conducted by either the program’s developer or by a researcher at the institution that developed or 

implemented the program. In other words, the evaluation studies were not by independent evaluators.  

 

It should be mentioned that the WHO critique praised several other systematic reviews of CSE research as 

strong evidence for CSE effectiveness.4 Upon close examination, however, several of these reviews are 

found to be outdated,17 two are of poor scientific quality,6,18 and others suffer from the dual problem of using 

inadequate criteria for effectiveness (e.g., the finding of only short-term effects or subgroups effects) and/or 

of under-reporting negative program effects.19 

 

On the other hand, the lack of evidence for school-based CSE identified in the original 2019 IRE review is 

confirmed by multiple recent rigorous systematic reviews of CSE research. A landmark meta-analysis of sex 

education effectiveness sponsored by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2012), found that 

school-based CSE programs did not significantly increase teen condom use or reduce teen pregnancy or 

STIs.20 A more recent meta-analysis of 19 U.S. school-based CSE programs (2018) found “no consistent 

evidence” that school-based CSE programs significantly increased teen condom use or abstinence or reduced 

teen pregnancy.21 A 2019 meta-analysis of 44 programs on the U.S. Teen Pregnancy Prevention approved list 

found no evidence that school-based CSE increased teen abstinence or condom use or reduced teen 

pregnancy or STIs.22 And a recent research review claiming to show evidence of wide-ranging CSE benefits 

(Goldfarb & Lieberman, 2021)6, did not hold up under an objective analysis which revealed that very few of 
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its cited sources were studies of CSE programs, and that most of those did not meet basic scientific standards 

for study quality.23 Most recently, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 2023 update of the 

Teen Pregnancy Prevention Evidence Review could not identify any new studies of school-based CSE 

programs that showed sustained effects for the target population on any protective outcomes.24 

 

Summary 

 

The WHO critique of IRE’s report on international CSE programs is full of errors and misinformation, of 

which the above three points are emblematic. It is also tainted by the appearance of bias on the part of its 

authors and publisher and the lack of independent research studies supporting its conclusions. The IRE 

analysis of the WHO critique, which included a meticulous re-analysis of the IRE data table and the 43 cited 

studies, found a far higher rate of error in the WHO critique’s reporting of data (70%) than could be 

confirmed in IRE’s reporting of data (2%). And none of the 9 IRE discrepancies that were verifiable had any 

effect on IRE’s original findings. Ironically, the WHO analysis, despite its inaccuracies, reports findings 

similar to those of IRE: that in an international database identified and screened by UNESCO there were very 

few school-based CSE programs that showed evidence of effectiveness but a substantial number (close to 

one in 5) that had negative effects. Thus, the WHO critique was confirmatory; it underscores the shaky 

foundation upon which school-based CSE stands—the lack of evidence of real program effectiveness and the 

unacceptable number of negative effects—even when calculated by those with a favorable bias towards CSE. 

 

IRE stands by its original finding that when a credible scientific lens was used to evaluate international 

school-based CSE studies in the database identified by UNESCO as evidence for CSE success, only 3 out of 

43 studies showed evidence of real effectiveness while 9 studies showed evidence of harmful CSE impact. 

IRE concludes that there appears to be too little evidence of benefit and too much evidence of harm by 

school-based CSE programs in international settings. And the same can be said of CSE in U.S. schools.1 

 

A more detailed IRE rebuttal is forthcoming that answers the remaining criticisms of the WHO review and 

provides full documentation of the findings reported above. 
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